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GET YOUR TICKET TO THE BUSPOOL!

Don’t worry if you can’t make a live recording or miss a session… 
your school will have access the  recordings after each session!

Monday, 14 June 2021

08:30 am (UK Time)

Delivered by  
John Kane

Session 1: 
Level 7 leadership: Effective executive and system leadership
By considering theory and engaging in discussion, we will explore the principles, 
skills, and qualities of “Level 7” leaders.  Executive leadership has never been so 
challenging.  In this session John will provide an opportunity to explore what it 
means to lead an organisation or group of schools.  We will share best practice and 
consider models that work in other settings.

Session outcomes: 
• Understanding and sharing the principles of executive leadership
• Understanding the importance and impact of your organisational culture 
• Developing leaders as “coaches” – building trust in your system

Audience: Aspiring and executive leaders of education

01:30 pm (UK Time)

Delivered by  
Hywel Roberts

Session 2:  
Compelling Curriculum: Making Learning Matter
In this session, Hywel will share ideas around approaches that will support 
engagement and motivation in the classroom. 
• Using hooks and contexts to offer anchors for deep learning experiences
• To help students notice and appreciate curricular themes using story and 

narrative frameworks
• To develop so-called soft skills rooted in deep thinking such as compassion, 

empathy and balance
• Using fictional contexts to reflect real world issues
• Tools to create evidence and book work without losing the imaginative aspects 

of creative learning 

Session Outcomes:
• Leave with ideas to apply to their curriculum planning and delivery straight 

away
• Get access to useful resources to support engagement and motivation
• Be given opportunity to reflect on their own practice
• Experience familiar topics from a fresh perspective
• Have fun!

Audience: EYFS and Primary teachers and leaders. Interested teachers and leaders 
from KS3
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Tuesday, 15 June 2021

08:30 am (UK Time)

Delivered by  
Nina Jackson

Session 3: 
The impact of the pandemic and interventions to support student recovery
During this session,  Nina Jackson will share knowledge, skills and strategies for 
your to support the learning and wellbeing needs of students post pandemic. 
These unprecedented times have caused emotional distress as well as systemic 
changes to the curriculum and methodologies of pedagogical delivery. Helping 
students to re-adjust, re-connect and re-evaluate their learning and relationships 
with others is crucial. Nina will help you to renew and re-ignite learning through 
emotional wellbeing and recovery.

Session outcomes: 
• Learn how to support students in developing the essential skills in rebuilding 

and fostering relationships with others and for learning - the human 
connection.

• Support learners who have experienced trauma, lack of human connection, 
grief, bereavement and isolation with recovery methods for learning and 
adapting to continued change. 

• Help students to build on the resilience of home learning and face the future 
with a sense of renewed optimism and hope. Re-igniting learning and progress.

Audience: All phases

01:30 pm (UK Time)

Delivered by  
Laura Saunders 

Session 4: 
Developing a Coaching Model for Feedback in your School
Whether your school’s lesson feedback system seems to be working well, or team 
members are progressing inconsistently as a result of a feedback system not yet fit 
for purpose, using coaching can support your whole team to develop a high quality, 
embedded teaching and learning approach across your school using some simple 
techniques.
Open questioning, active listening, a culture of professional discussion for 
improved performance all equate to a developed team, developed capacity and 
developed teaching and learning for your students. This webinar will support you 
in implementing and embedding a coaching approach to lesson feedback in your 
school.

Session outcomes: 
• Understand the value of a coaching approach to lesson feedback in schools
• Know what a coaching approach to lesson feedback looks and sounds like in 

schools
• Learn about some tools to implement a coaching approach to lesson feedback

Audience: School middle and senior leaders. Global reach.

03:00 pm (UK Time)

Special Guest:  
Andria Zafirakou  
(MBE— Global Teacher 
Prize Winner 2018)

Interview with our friend and colleague Andria Zafirakou MBE— Global Teacher 
Prize Winner 2018. Author of ‘Those Who Can, Teach— What it Takes to Make the 
Next Generation’
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Wednesday, 16 June 2021 

08:30 am (UK Time)

Delivered by  
Dr Julia Batters 

Session 5: 
Driving delivery of highly effective T + L to a transient senior school pupil body
Enabling the most effective teaching and learning for all pupils must be the prime aim 
of any school leader. The particular dynamics of international schools add a different 
dimension to achieving this aim as the pupil body changes quite often and pupils do 
not tend to stay at one school for long periods of time. This presentation looks at the 
systems needed to support the rapid and effective integration of new pupils into 
an international senior school, how schools can maximise high quality teaching and 
learning as well as judge progress and how the culture/branding of the school is vital to 
both a sense of belonging and the active recruitment of new pupils.

Session outcomes: 
• Understand the impact of a transient pupil body
• Appreciate the need for systems to support effective teaching and learning in 

such circumstances 
• Understand importance of school culture/branding for the current community 

and for future pupil recruitment 

Audience: New to, or interested in, leadership in international schooling

01:30 pm (UK Time)

Delivered by  
Crista Hazell 

Session 6: 
Deep Learning
Engaging learners in deep learning is vital if we are to avoid surface learning but 
with heavy curriculum load, limited time and the challenges of the 2021 classroom 
how can we ensure that our learners are deep learning rather than surface, 
superficial learning or just going through the motions?  
Looking at the research on deep learning, efficacy and metacognition but also best 
practice to ensure we construct opportunities for deep learning in every classroom.

Session outcomes: 
• Reflect on what we mean by ‘deep learning’ and this look like in my subject 
• Discover how to create an environment where deep learning can take place 
• Develop a range of deep learning tasks and strategies to employ to ensure 

deep learning in the classroom
• Review case studies and best practice activities to develop deep learning, self-

efficacy and learner autonomy

Audience: Any and all classroom practitioners who wish to develop deep learning 
within their classroom within their learners.
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Thursday, 17 June 2021

08:30 am (UK Time)

Delivered by  
Isabella Wallace

Session 7: 
Hybrid Teaching: Dynamic & Distanced Lessons in one!
How to be in Two Places at the Same Time!...Can we teach effective, engaging 
lessons when some pupils are present in the classroom and other are joining from 
a remote location online? The answer is YES! These two sessions will  be jam-packed 
with practical strategies for teaching inspiring lessons in the classroom and online 
simultaneously.

Session outcomes: 
• Engage pupils who are self-isolating at home and those in your classroom 

simultaneously. 
• Effectively differentiate when students are in two different locations. 
• Ensure Pupils in both locations are making good progress
• Effectively monitor the understanding of students who are learning online
• Make the class feel united as a team despite their fragmented locations

Audience: Primary and Secondary classroom teachers

01:30 pm (UK Time)

Delivered by  
Lisa Jane Ashes 

Session 8: 
Planning Your Assessment for Learning 
How do you know they are learning what you have taught? Of course... assessment! 
Assessment is so much more than an end of term examination and should be 
happening, systematically as part of your daily practice. Lisa will help you to explore 
your current practice and give you ideas to take away for assessment the next day. 

Session outcomes: 
• Explore the latest developments in assessment for learning such as recall, 

retreival practice and mastery. 
• Use case study curriculums to explore how you might reorganise assessments 

to maximise learning gains in your school. 

Audience: Upper KS2 and above teachers. 
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Costa is a passionate and driven educator with over 16 
years’ experience teaching in London and international 
schools. He is also a director of Veema Education.

With his many years both in the classroom and at 
leadership level, Costa understands first hand the needs 
and priorities of today’s schools, not least the necessity 
of every educationalist to take responsibility for their 
own learning. This is a philosophy he communicates 
through national and international keynote speeches. 

It is also very much part of the workshops he leads on 
improving teaching, learning and school leadership, and the 
implementation and effective management of change. 

To enable schools to better evaluate the impact 
of their professional development training, Costa 
has developed Veema’s unique four-step CPD 
model — ‘Consult, Tailor, Deliver, Reflect’.

Costa is particularly adept at using collaboration to 
create the conditions for effective leadership and to 
encourage the attainment of ambitious educational goals. 
Throughout his career, he has led successful teams and 
been proactive in school improvement initiatives. 

Known for the warmth, humanity, honesty and fun he 
brings to every educational situation, Costa is motivated 
by a desire to create the best possible opportunities for 
the young people in his care so they come to recognise 
their own potential and are inspired to achieve it. 

The strategies he has developed to boost student 
progression and increase student attainment 
have been formally recognised by Ofsted.

Key skills and expertise:
• Leadership

• Coaching Senior Leaders

• Professional Development

• School Improvement & Evaluations

• Teaching and Learning

• Behaviour Management

Costa Constantinou
Director of Educational Services, 
Leadership Coach and Adviser, 
Teaching and Learning Champion 
at Veema Education

John Kane is a consultant who is not only passionate 
about values-led school improvement but also a specialist 
in developing leadership cultures that drive change. 

With over 30 years’ teaching experience, John’s 
worked in a range of school settings and been a 
leader at all school levels including headship and 
as a director within a multi-academy trust.

John draws upon his extensive skillset to promote 
collaborative learning and development in schools and 
businesses. He believes effective coaching is the most 
powerful change strategy for achieving sustainable 
improvement. As a qualified coach himself, he helps 
teachers, teams and leaders be the best they can be 
through focusing on performance improvement.

John has been presenting and writing professional 
development courses for teachers and leaders for 
more than 20 years. He believes teachers are the 
most important professionals in any school because 
of the way they can change children’s’ life chances, 
but this is something they can only do if we invest in 
their development through high-quality learning.

A Fellow of the Chartered College for Teachers, John is 
committed to staying ahead of the curve when it comes to 
global best practice and so is a great believer in effective 
R&D. He has been involved with international research 
projects in both Europe and America, and advised MPs 
on character education. His online course about raising 
expectations and challenge in the classroom has been 
completed by thousands of teachers across the UK.

Key skills and expertise:
• School improvement consultancy and training  

• Coaching for Senior and Middle Leaders

• NPQ trainer and online tutor

• Leadership of teaching and learning 

John Kane
Executive Leadership Consultant, 
Curriculum and School 
Improvement Advisor
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Hywel has been a teacher for over twenty-five years. He 
has found an incredible and innovative niche in the world 
of model teaching contributing to and advising curriculum 
designers and innovators from Barnsley to Brussels, from 
Cairo to Cleethorpes. Hywel is as at home in front of hundreds 
of Headteachers on the conference circuit as he is when 
working with children on the carpets of their classrooms. 
Hywel contributes to the national conversation around 
education at school and university level. He is an experienced 
teacher in Special, Primary and Secondary settings, nationally 
and internationally. He is also a well- respected author 
and contributes regularly to a variety of publications. 

Hywel contributes to the Masters programme in Drama and 
Creative Writing at Leeds Beckett University. He also leads 
the PGCE programme in Drama at Huddersfield University. 
His work deals with curriculum liberation, creative practice, 
engagement, leadership, literacy, teacher development 
and Imagineering – the liberation of the art of teaching.

In addition to working in schools, Hywel is a regular 
contributor to conferences including The Sunday Telegraph 
Festival of Education, Northern Rocks, Practical Pedagogies 
in Europe, and The University of Belfast Thinking Conference. 
He is also in demand as a conference keynote speaker. 
Hywel has recently worked for the National Galleries in 
Edinburgh, The Hepworth Gallery in Wakefield and the 
West Yorkshire Playhouse in Leeds as a visiting teacher.

His award-winning book ‘Oops! Getting Children to Learn 
Accidentally’ is published by Crown House Publishing 
and has proved very popular with educators around the 
world and now is a feature on the reading list of many 
university teacher training courses. His book ‘Uncharted 
Territories’ is written with Dr Debra Kidd was published in 
2018. He writes a regular column for the Times Educational 
Supplement about his encounters as a ‘travelling teacher’. 
Hywel is also a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts.

He was recently described as ‘..a world leader in enthusiasm’. 

Key skills and expertise:
• Pedagogy and Practice

• Literacy

• Imaginative Inquiry

• Drama for Learning

• Personalised Learning

• Social, Emotional and Mental Health (SEMH)

• Behaviour for Learning

• Cross curricular planning and curriculum reboots

Hywel Roberts
Teaching and Learning Consultant, 
Writer and Global Educationalist

The world of education is filled with very special people, 
but few have the breathtaking grasp of Nina ‘Ninja’ Jackson 
about what makes classrooms and those in them tick.

Winner of the IPDA International Prize for Education, 
the TES has described her as an ‘inspirational, 
evangelical preacher of education’.

An international education consultant, Nina is an award 
winning speaker, best-selling author and a leading 
practitioner in outstanding learning and teaching. 
Her particular gift is in working with SEN, the Gifted 
and Talented and engaging disaffected learners. 

A hit with teachers, students and educationalists alike, 
her training courses and keynotes speeches always leave 
those fortunate enough to attend wanting more.

She has had an overwhelming impact on education both 
in the UK and internationally. She has, for instance, worked 
with the Ministry of Education, UNESCO and UNICEF in Chile, 
Ghana, India, China and the Middle East, as well as in Europe. 

In her first book, she shared her research on how music 
improves classroom learning and motivation. Her latest, 
the best-selling ‘Of Teaching, Learning and Sherbet Lemons: 
A compendium of careful advice for teachers’, has helped 
thousands of teachers put the ‘fizz’ back into their classrooms. 
The message is clear, while classrooms need systems and 
structure, they should also include a certain magic and sense 
of wonder, this is the ‘fizz’ that comes from passionate teachers 
who know how to engage emotionally with their student.

Key skills and expertise:
• Behaviour

• Leadership

• Performance management

• Mental and emotional health

• Learning through play

• Safeguarding

• Digital competency and accessibility

• Pedagogy and pastoral champion

• Metacognition and thinking skills

• 21st Century learning – flipped and blended

• Personalised learning

Nina Jackson 
Teaching and Learning Consultant 
and Author
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With significant experience and expertise in leadership 
and education, Laura offers high level skills in 
consultancy, facilitation and coaching to empower the 
educators and leaders she works with. Her detailed 
and insightful understanding of the education and arts 
and culture sectors mean she offers creative, energetic 
and impassioned knowledge to support educators in 
navigating through and leading our changing climate.

Laura is an experienced senior leader in schools, Local 
Authority, regional and national strategic education 
partnerships, school governing bodies, educational 
research, apprenticeships and commercial learning and 
development. She utilises her knowledge and experience 
in change leadership, creativity, people leadership, 
emotional intelligence and evidence-based teaching and 
learning to empower individuals and organisations.

With an MA in Leading Innovation and Change in 
education, Senior Coaching Practitioner accreditation 
(EMCC), and accreditation in delivering the National 
Professional Qualifications for Leadership in the UK, 
she is also an international trainer working with the 
education, healthcare and commercial sectors globally.

Key skills and expertise:
• People Leadership

• Change Leadership

• Emotional Intelligence

• Cultural Change

• Organisational and Individual Resilience

• Creativity and Creative Learning and Leadership in 
Education

• Facilitation

• Coaching (Leadership, Business and Empath)

• Personal Leadership

Laura Saunders
Digital Enrichment Leader 

A recently retired secondary school headteacher with a long 
career in a British international school, Julia is an experienced 
educator focused on developing excellence in learning and 
teaching through highly effective leadership and management.

Julia spent most of her career at the British School of 
Paris. She joined the school as Head of Languages in 
September 1991 after teaching in Wiltshire and London. 
Promoted to Deputy Head-Academic in 2000 and then 
to Head of Senior School in 2013, she has accrued 
more than 20 years’ experience of delivering the British 
curriculum to an international student body.

Following a degree in European Studies at the 
University of Bath, Julia stayed at Bath to complete 
a PGCE and later to complete a PhD. 

A strong believer in the practical application of academic 
research, Julia is experienced in leading initiatives in school 
which are rooted in evidence-based findings. She has 
recently begun to contribute to continuing professional 
development for aspiring international senior leaders. 

Key skills and expertise:
• School improvement consultancy and training 

•  Leadership of teaching and learning 

• Experience of British education in an international context

• Academic mapping and tracking for a transient pupil 
population

• Bespoke provision for an international clientele 

• Facilitation - developing and empowering staff

• Team building

• Curriculum change management 

• Systems for high performance

Dr. Julia Batters 
British International School 
Leadership Consultant 
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Crista has been teaching in a range of secondary schools 
for 20 years and has been in Leadership for 19. She 
has worked across the UK and internationally in China 
and Ghana with students, teachers and school leaders 
developing teaching, learning, relationships and behaviour.

She is an MFL specialist, a pedagogy and pastoral champion 
known for seeking out new and innovative teaching and 
learning strategies which engage learners in their own 
learning journeys to help them become confident, inquisitive, 
happy and successful lifelong learners who can successfully 
navigate their way through challenges in school, education 
and beyond. Saving time for teachers helping them to create 
engaging, relevant and memorable deep learning experiences 
whilst also sharing different perspectives on ‘assessment’.

Crista’s work has been published in educational books; 
There Is Another Way and The Working Class, magazines; 
Teachwire and The Guardian. She is also an active blogger, 
Independent Thinking Associate and National Council 
Member for The Association for Language Learning.

Key skills and expertise:
• Behaviour & Relationships

• EAL , TEFL

• Global Learning 

• Gifted and Talented – stretch and challenge

• MFL

• Metacognition & Thinking skills

• Oracy

• Personalised Learning

Crista Hazell
Teaching and Learning Consultant

With her critically acclaimed Pimp Your Lesson!, Talk-
less Teaching and her new Best of the Best practical 
classroom guides series, Isabella is a leading light in 
educational reform and teacher improvement. She 
focuses on improving the quality of teaching and learner 
progression and delivers sessions that are highly interactive 
and relevant to teaching in the real classroom. 

Isabella has extensive experience as both a teacher and 
leader, and the accessibility of her highly sought-after 
training reflects this. She has worked closely with education 
authorities to develop literacy teaching provision, and to set 
up, manage and monitor staff coaching systems in schools. 

Thanks to her charisma, enthusiasm and knowledge of 
what works best, Isabella has delivered training across 
four different continents and is one of the most prolific 
education consultants working in the UK today. 

Key skills and expertise:
• Practical, Realistic Differentiation

• Engaging Reluctant Learners

• Visible Progress for Every Learner

• Talk-Less Teaching

• Outstanding Teaching and Learning

• Teacher Coaching and Developing in-house Coaching 
Teams 

• Primary, Secondary, Further Education, Higher Education

Isabella Wallace
Teaching and Learning, Author  
and Keynote Speaker
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Lisa believes that education is about developing minds for 
the future. She also believes that many schools fall short of 
producing ‘a fully rounded end product’ because they fail 
to co-ordinate learning across all of their departments.

She has therefore made it her mission to transform how 
teachers think about the curriculum so that they can 
begin to deliver a whole school approach to education. To 
achieve this she helps teachers develop both personally 
and professionally by empowering them to collaborate with 
others within and outside of their particular department. 

Lisa is now taking this message of collaboration around 
the world. So, having developed teams of advanced 
practitioners in Ghana, she is now in Nepal where she is 
using her strategies to help create a culture of continual 
self-improvement among the country’s teachers.

Lisa is passionate about such projects and in using her expertise 
in learning and education to develop coaching programmes 
for schools. So, in her latest book ‘Manglish’, she considers how 
English and Maths can be creatively brought together to improve 
both literacy and numeracy throughout the whole school, 
and provides practical ideas and strategies for doing this.

Key skills and expertise:
• Middle Leadership

• Behaviour

• Coaching 

• Performance Management

• G & T / SEND / EAL

• Personalised Learning

• Pedagogy and Pastoral Champion

• Outstanding Teaching & Learning

• Metacognition and Thinking Skills

• 21st Century Learning — Flipped and Blended

• Personalised Learning

Adria Zafirakou, a teacher at Alperton Community School 
in Brent, won $1 million when she was crowned the 
best teacher in the world by the Varkey Foundation.

Andria was born in north-west London to Greek-Cypriot 
parents and state-educated in Brent and Camden.

She is an art and textiles teacher in Brent on the 
outskirts of London, one of the world’s most 
ethnically diverse places. She is passionate about 
education and changing the lives of young people 
and underserved communities through creativity.

She has worked her entire teaching career of 14 
years at Alperton Community School and was 
promoted to Deputy Head of Art within a year of her 
arrival. She is now Associate Deputy Headteacher 
leading on staff professional development.

Using the prize money awarded by the Global Teacher 
prize, Andria founded a charity called Artists in Residence 
(AiR) with an aim to improve arts education in schools.  

Andria has also been named in the top ten of The 
Evening Standard’s 1000 Londoners List, a list of the 
most influential people in London. She is a Culture 
Leader for the World Economic Forum’s as well as a 
member of their Global Future Leaders Council. 

Andria sits on the Advisory board for 
the Cultural Leaders Alliance.

Lisa Jane Ashes
Teaching and Learning Consultant, 
Guru and Author

Andria Zafirakou
MBE— Global Teacher  
Prize Winner 2018
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To find out more or to register your school for this event, email us at  
cpd@veema.co.uk.

Contact us by

VeemaEdu @VeemaEdu Veema

Four steps to success:

1
Consult
Only by fully understanding a 
school can you properly evaluate 
and determine its unique set of 
needs. It is our deep consultation 
process that enables us to deliver 
solutions that focus consistently 
and effectively on enabling pupils 
to achieve their full potential.

2
Tailor
Because all schools are 
different, a ‘one size fits all’ 
approach is not appropriate, 
which is why each of our 
programmes can be personalised 
to fit your school’s exact 
requirements and objectives. 

3
Train
Experienced expert consultants 
assigned to deliver bespoke 
programmes with carefully 
devised timetables that allocate 
training over an agreed period.

4
Reflect
To ensure that learning is fully 
embedded, we provide follow-up 
material that enable on-going 
exploration of subjects beyond 
the initial training days along with 
guidance and tools you need to 
assess the impact of the training.


